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Phase control of light amplification without inversion in a L system with spontaneously
generated coherence
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Due to interaction with the vacuum of the radiation field, near-degenerate lower levels in aL system have
an additional coherence term, the spontaneously generated coherence term. In this paper, we investigate effects
of spontaneouly generated coherence on inversionless gain in the presence of a weak probe, a strong coherent
field, and an incoherent pump. We find that the inversionless gain stems from both spontaneously generated
coherence and dynamically induced coherence, but the former contributes more to the inversionless gain. In
particular, we can modulate the inversionless gain just by changing the relative phase between the two fields.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Now it is well understood how the decay of a system w
closely lying states induced by interaction with a comm
bath leads to new types of coherences@1–8#. These coher-
ences modify, among other things, line shapes of spont
ous emission. Systems with near-degenerate levels have
subject of recent studies in connection with the production
quantum beats and probe absorption@3–5#. For aL system
with near-degenerate levels, Javanainen@7# discussed the
possibility of spontaneously generated coherence~SGC! ef-
fect. In particular, he examined the response of this system
an external field coupling two transitions simultaneously, a
demonstrated that the SGC effect result in the disappear
of the dark state. For the sameL system, Menon and Agar
wal @8# investigated its response to two external fields
arbitary intensity. They found that such coherence brin
about quantitative changes in line profiles of absorption
dispersion, and leads to the dependence of line shapes o
relative phase of applied fields. The existence of the S
effect depends on the nonorthogonality of dipole matrix e
ments @7,8#. In other words, if dipole matrix elements a
orthogonal, the SGC effect will disappear.

It is also well known that strong coherent fields can le
to another kind of coherence, the dynamically induced
herence, which is related to light amplification~lasing! with-
out population inversion~LWI ! as well as many other optica
phenomena in quantum optics. In the past decade, it has
shown that, in cases where it is difficult or even impossi
to create the required population inversion for conventio
laser by incoherent pumping, LWI provides us an import
and interesting alternative. And it has been identified that
origin of the inversionless gain can be attributed to eit
inversion between dressed states or coherence among
states@9,10#. Until now, a variety of schemes have been stu
ied either theoretically or experimentally to realize LW
@9–19#. But as we know, in all these schemes, the inversi
less gain cannot be adjusted by phases of applied cohe
fields, though it is related to amplitudes~or Rabi frequencies!
and carrier frequencies~or detunings! of these fields. How-
ever, in this paper, we will show that, when an incoher
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process is used to pump aL system with near-degenera
levels, the inversionless gain also can be related to the r
tive phase beween the probe and the coherent field. In
@8#, in order to keep the SGC effect notable, both appl
coherent fields have to be strong enough. While in our pa
due to the existence of the incoherent pump, even if
probe is very weak, the SGC effect could be remarkable

This paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II, we intr
duce theL system under study, and get the correspond
density-matrix equations; in Sec. III, in the limit of a wea
probe, we derive the probe gain coefficient; in Sec. IV,
investigate the dependence of the probe gain on the rela
phase between two fields by showing a few graphic resu
In Sec. V, we give a brief summary of the results of th
paper.

II. THE SYSTEM AND DENSITY-MATRIX EQUATIONS

We consider aL-type three-level system~see Fig. 1!
driven by a strong coherent field with amplitude~frequency!
EW c(vc) and an incoherent pump process represented b
rate 2L. A weak coherent field with amplitude~frequency!
EW p(vp) is used to probe the gain on transitionu1&↔u3&.
Since dipole momentsdW 12 anddW 13 are not orthogonal, which
is necessary for the existence of the SGC effect, we hav
consider an arrangement where each field acts only on
transition. This can be achieved by considering the c
shown in Fig. 1, where the probe and the coherent field a
on transitionsu1&↔u3& and u1&↔u2&, respectively.u repre-
sents the angle between the two induced dipole mome
2g1 and 2g2 are the spontaneous emission rates from le
u1& to levelsu3& and u2&, respectively.

In the interaction picture, the semiclassical interacti
Hamiltonian of thisL system in a rotating-wave frame ca
be written as

HI5Dpu1&^1u1~Dp2Dc!u2&^2u2@Gcu1&^2u

1Gpu1&^3u1c.c#. ~1!

Then by using the Weisskopf-Wigner theory of spontan
©2002 The American Physical Society07-1
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ous emission@20#, we get the density-matrix equations in th
rotating-wave approximation and the dipole approximat
as follows:

ṙ2252g2r111 iGc* r122 iGcr21,

ṙ3352g1r1122Lr331 iGp* r132 iGpr31,

ṙ1252~g11g21 iDc!r121 iGpr322 iGc~r112r22!,

ṙ1352~g11g21L1 iDp!r131 iGcr232 iGp~r112r33!,

ṙ2352~L1 iDp2 iDc!r2312Ag1g2 cosuhr111 iGc* r13

2 iGpr21. ~2!

The above equations are constrained byr i j 5r j i* andr11

1r221r3351. HereDc5v122vc andDp5v132vp desig-
nate the detuning of the probe and the coherent field, res
tively. Gc5dW 12•EW c5Gc

0 sinu andGp5dW 13•EW p5Gp
0 sinu are

the coupling coefficients, i.e., the Rabi frequenci
2Ag1g2 cosuhr11 represents the quantum interference eff
resulting from the cross coupling between spontaneous e
sions u1&→u2& and u1&→u3&, i.e., the SGC effect. If levels
u2& andu3& lies so closely that the SGC effect has to be tak
into account, thenh51, otherwiseh50. We should note

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of a three-levelL system driven by
a strong coherent field, a weak coherent field, and an incohe
pump. The field polarizations are chosen so that one field dr
only one transition.
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that only for small energy spacing between the two low
levels is the SGC effect remarkable; as for large energy sp
ing, the rapid oscillation inr23 will average out such effec
@8#.

III. THE ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS

Usual systems with well seperated levels only depend
amplitudes and detunings of applied fields but not on th
phases, so Rabi frequencies can be treated as real param
However, due to the existence of the SGC effect, i.e.,
existence of 2Ag1g2 cosur11, this L system becomes quit
sensitive to phases of the probe and the coherent field,
we have to treat Rabi frequencies as complex parameter
we definefp andfc as phases of the probe and the coher
field, then we getGp5gpeifp and Gc5gce

ifc. Redefining
atomic variables in Eq.~2! as r̃ i i 5r i i , r̃125r12e

ifc, r̃13

5r13e
ifp, and r̃235r23e

iF, whereF5fp2fc , we obtain
equations for the redefined density-matrix elementsr̃ i j
which are found to be identical to Eq.~2! except thath is
replaced byhF5heiF, Gp is replaced bygp , andGc is
replaced by gc . In the following, we define p
52Ag1g2 cosuhF , and treatgp andgc as real parameters.

Under the steady-state condition, in the limit of a we
probe, solutions forr̃ i j to the zero order ofgp , but to all
orders ofgc , are given as follows:

r̃11
(0)5

L~g11g2!gc
2

D
, ~3!

r̃22
(0)5

L~g11g2!gc
21Lg2@~g11g2!21Dc

2#

D
,

r̃33
(0)5

g1~g11g2!gc
2

D
,

r̃12
(0)5

g2Lgc~Dc1 ig11 ig2!

D
,

r̃13
(0)5

ipgcr̃11
(0)

~g11g21L!~L2 iDc!1gc
2

,

r̃23
(0)5

p~g11g21L!r̃11
(0)

~g11g21L!~L2 iDc!1gc
2

,

D5~g11g2!~2L1g1!gc
21Lg2@~g11g2!21Dc

2#

With Eq. ~3!, solutions forr̃11 andr̃31 to the first order of
gp , while to all orders ofgc , are derived as follows:

nt
s

r̃11
(1)5 r̃11

(0)1
igpgc@DcL~r̃23

(0)2 r̃32
(0)!1~g11g2!@gc~ r̃31

(0)2 r̃13
(0)!2 iL~r̃23

(0)1 r̃32
(0)!##

2D
, ~4!

r̃31
(1)5

igp@~L2 iDp1 iDc!~ r̃11
(0)2 r̃33

(0)!2 igcr̃12
(0)#2 ip* gcr̃11

(1)

~g11g21L2 iDp!~L1 iDc2 iDp!1gc
2

. ~5!
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The probe gain coefficient on transitionu1&↔u3& is re-
lated to the imaginary part ofr̃31

(1) . From Eq.~5!, we find that

r̃31
(1) is contributed by three terms: the population differen

term ~proportional tor̃11
(0)2 r̃33

(0)), the dynamically induced

coherence term~proportional tor̃12
(0)), and the spontaneousl

generated coherence term~proportional to r̃11
(1)), an addi-

tional term compared with the first two terms that are us
in conventional systems for LWI. According to above equ
tions, whenL is not very large, except the first term, both t
second and the last term could have positive contribution
the probe gain, so the probe gain is inversionless gain, a
originates from both dynamically induced coherence a
spontaneously generated coherence.

With L50, Eq. ~5! can be simplified into

r̃31
(1)5

2gp~Dp2Dc!

2@ i ~g11g2!1Dp!] ~Dp2Dc!1gc
2

. ~6!

Obviously, in this case,r̃31
(1) is independent ofp, i.e., in-

dependent of the SGC effect, because the probe field i
weak that all population is reserved in the ground stateu3&,
thus no spontaneous emission takes place, no SGC effec@8#.
So, it can be concluded that the incoherent pump play
very important role in reserving the SGC effect in the case
a weak probe.

Note, in this paper, parametersgc , gp , Dc , Dp , L, and
g2 are scaled byg1.

IV. PHASE-DEPENDENT GAIN LINE SHAPES

When the incoherent pump is added on transit
u1&↔u3&, as shown by Eq.~5!, r̃31

(1) becomes a periodica
function of the relative phaseF, for p depends onF. In this
section, with a small incoherent pump, we focus on

FIG. 2. Dependence of the probe gain Im(r̃31
(1)) upon the probe

detuning Dp /g1 with g15g251, L50.5, Dc50, u5p/4, gp

50.1 sinu, andgc510 sinu. The solid curve is withh50, while
the dashed curve is withh51 andF50.
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phase-dependent effect of the probe gain in the presenc
the SGC effect.

In Fig. 2, with L50.5, g15g251, u5p/4, Dc50, gp
50.1 sinu, andgc510 sinu, we plot the probe gain~or ab-
sorption! Im( r̃31

(1)) against the probe detuningDp . Here, ac-
cording to Eq.~3!, L50.5g1 is enough to guarantee tha
there is no population inversion between levelu1& and level
u3&, so the gain in Fig. 2 is inversionless gain. It is show
that, when no SGC effect exists in this system (h50), the
probe is amplified only aroundDp50 with a very small am-
plitude due to the dynamically induced coherence result
from the coherent fieldgc . While when the SGC effect is
considered (h51), the probe is amplified elsewhere with
much larger amplitude. This means that, in the case oh
51, the spontaneously generated coherence contrib
much more to the probe gain without inversion than the
namically induced coherence.

In Fig. 3, with differentF and the same other paramete
as used in Fig. 2, we display the dependence of the pr
gain Im(r̃31

(1)) upon the detuning of the probeDp . It is found
that the probe gain is quite sensitive to the relative phaseF.
With different F, we get different gain profiles. WhenF
5p/2 or 3p/2, much larger probe gain can be achieved
Dp52gc or Dp5gc , which corresponds to the dressed-sta
sublevels u2&5(1/A2)(u1&2u2&) or u1&5(1/A2)(u1&
1u2&) of level u1&, respectively. The eigenvalues of the tw
sublevels areE252gc and E15gc . While whenF5p,
the probe can be amplified with relative smaller amplitud
in a much larger spectrum range:dvp52gc , the energy
spacing between the two dressed-state sublevelsu1& and
u2&.

In Fig. 4, in order to investigate the behavior of the inve
sionless gain in the case ofDc5” 0, with Dc510, we plot the
probe gain Im(r̃31

(1)) against the detuning of the probeDp . It
is found that, whenF5p/2, the amplitude of the gain pea
becomes much smaller, but the corresponding linewidth
comes larger. It should be noticed that, whenF53p/2, al-

FIG. 3. Dependence of the probe gain Im(r̃31
(1)) upon the probe

detuningDp /g1 with h51 and differentF. Other parameters are
the same as those in Fig. 2.
7-3
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though the amplitude of the gain peak does not change
tably, the corresponding linewidth becomes smaller. Wh
F5p, much wider gain spectrum can be got, for in th
case,dvp5ADc

214gc
2.

In order to get a deeper insight into the modulation eff
of the relative phaseF on the probe gain without inversion
in Fig. 5, we depict the probe gain Im(r̃31

(1)) at Dp50,67
against the relative phaseF. Other parameters are the sam
as those in Fig. 2. It is shown that, at different detunings,
get different modulation ampitudes of the probe gain, a
with different values ofF, the largest probe gain corre
sponds to different detunings. The modulation period of
probe gain is always 2p.

Now, we give out a few physical interpretations of spe
tral features found in above figures. Clearly it is the SG
effect that leads to the dependence of the probe gain@i.e.,
Im( r̃31

(1))# on r̃11
(1) , and then on the relative phaseF. When

the incoherent pumping rateL is not much smaller thang1

FIG. 4. Dependence of the probe gain Im(r̃31
(1)) upon the probe

detuningDp /g1 with h51, Dc510, and differentF. Other pa-
rameters are the same as those in Fig. 2.

FIG. 5. Dependence of the probe gain Im(r̃31
(1)) upon the relative

phaseF with h51 and differentDp . Other parameters are th
same as those in Fig. 2.
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and g2, from Eq. ~3!, we find thatr̃11
(0) and r̃33

(0) are in the

order ofgcr̃12
(0)/(Dc1 ig11 ig2). Furthermore, in the limit of

a weak probe and a strong coherent field, i.e.,gc
@g1 , g2 , L@gp , from Eq.~3! and Eq.~4! we find that
r̃11

(1)> r̃11
(0) . Then in the same limit, according to Eq.~5!, the

contribution of spontaneously generated coherence (r̃11
(1)) to

the inversionless gain is much larger than those of popula
difference (r̃11

(0)2 r̃33
(0)) and dynamically induced coherenc

( r̃12
(0)) as shown by Fig. 2, so the behavior of the probe g

~or absorption! mainly depends onr̃11
(1) . That is to say, in the

limit of a strong coherent field and a weak probe field, E
~5! can be simplified into

r̃31
(1)5

2 ip* gcr̃11
(1)

~g11g21L2 iDp!~L1 iDc2 iDp!1gc
2

. ~7!

From Eq.~7!, it is easy to find the main spectral featur
of the probe gain. WhenDp56gc andDc50, we get

Im~ r̃31
(1)!'

72Ag1g2 cosu sinFr̃11
(1)

~2L1g11g2!
, ~8!

while whenDp5Dc50, we get

Im~ r̃31
(1)!'

22Ag1g2 cosu cosFr̃11
(1)

gc
. ~9!

According to Eq.~8!, we cannot get the probe gain a
Dp56gc simultaneously, which means that if the probe
amplified at Dp5gc , then it is surely absorbed atDp5
2gc , just as shown by Figs. 3 and 5. Furthermore, the
havior of the probe gain aroundDp5gc is also opposite to
that aroundDp52gc ~see, Figs. 2 and 3!. By comparing Eq.
~8! with Eq. ~9!, we find that the inversionless gain atDp
5gc or Dp52gc can be much larger than that atDp50
~see, Figs. 3 and 5! as long asgc@L,g1 ,g2. From Eqs.~8!
and~9!, it is also easy to understand why the maximal pro
gain at Dp50 corresponds toF5p, while the maximal
probe gain at Dp5gc(Dp52gc) corresponds to F
53p/2 (F5p/2). In a word, whengc@g1 , g2 , L
@gp , the inversionless gain manily stems from the spon
neously generated coherence, and it is sensitive to the
tive phaseF. Similar results can be obtained for unequ
g8s.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have shown that, in aL system with
near-degenerate lower levels, with an incoherent pump,
SGC effect can be reserved even in the case of a weak pr
The inversionless gain can be achieved due to the spont
ously generated coherence as well as the dynamically
duced coherence. In particular, the inversionless gain
comes quite sensitive to the relative phase between the p
and the coherent field. We can modulate the gain profile
the gain amplitude simultaneously just by changing the re
7-4
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tive phase, which cannot be realized in a conventionaL
system. These results could be experimentally observed
vided that the dipole elements for the two optical transit
in the L system are nonorthogonal. The nonorthogona
can be obtained from the mixing of the levels arising fro
internal fields or external microwave fields@8,21#.
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